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Three limit theorems describing asymptotic distribution of vacancy in general 
multivariate coverage problems are proved, in which n k-dimensional spheres are 
distributed within a k-dimensional unit cube according to a density J The first 
result (a central limit theorem) describes the case where the proportion of vacancy 
converges to a fixed constant lying between 0 and 1. The last two results treat the 
case where the proportion of vacancy tends to 1 as n + co. Results of this nature 
have hitherto been available only for restricted k and/or forfequal to the uniform 
density. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Our aim in the present is to prove three general limit theorems describing 
asymptotic distribution of vacancy left by randomly distributed spheres. 
Suppose n points are distributed independently within the [k] cube 
G?‘,, = [0, 1 lk, each according to density f on Vk. At each point, construct a 
[k] sphere of radius 6 = 6(n) and [k] content a,. The spheres are permitted 
to overlap, and the vacancy V= V(n) equals the amount of [k] content in qk 
not covered by one or more of the spheres. Assuming f is continuous on Vk, 
we prove that (i) if na, -+ a, where 0 < a < co, or if na, + 0 at a suitable 
rate, then V is asymptotically normally distributed; and (ii) if n*a, --, a, 
again with 0 < a < 00, then a standardised version of V has an asymptotic 
compound Poisson distribution. 
These results generalise limit theorems which until now have been 
available only for restricted k and/or the case wherefis the uniform density. 
For example, Moran ] 111 proved a central limit theorem (when na, + a) in 
the case k = 3 and f = 1, while Hikler ]8] derived a compound Poisson limit 
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theorem (when n2a, + a) in the case k = 1 and f = 1. See [S] for a 
bibliography of recent work in the case k = 1. Results in that case may be 
obtained using properties of spacings of order statistics. These techniques do 
not extend readily to k > 2. 
Hall [5] gave a general description of behavior of mean and variance for 
general k and general f, and considered the three cases na, + 0, na, + a, and 
na, + co. The present results do not compete with those of [5] in terms of 
the variety of possibilities for a,, but in the cases considered here they 
provide deeper insight into large sample properties of vacancy. 
We must mention the related work of Stevens [ 161, Fisher [ 11, and Glaz 
and Naus [3], who gave precise formulae for the probability of coverage 
when k = 1 and f = 1. Moran and Fazekas de St. Groth [ 121, Gilbert [2], 
Miles [9], and Moran [lo] provided approximate formulae for the 
probability of coverage when f 3 1 and for certain values of k > 1. 
Our proof of the central limit theorem in the case na, + a is different from 
that given by Moran [ 111. Moran generalized arguments of RCnyi [ 141 and 
Holst [6] to prove a central limit theorem for sums of conditionally 
independent random variables indexed by a multinomial distribution. This 
result is of interest in its own right as a central limit theorem for dependent 
random variables, but it is quite some way from being sufficiently general to 
cope with the situation studied in the present paper. Rather than build upon 
Moran’s already lengthy argument, we chose to develop a new proof based 
on the Berry-Esseen theorem for sums of independent random variables. 
This permits us to prove a central limit theorem using only moment methods, 
without needing to resort to Moran’s characteristic function arguments. 
It would be of interest to prove weak limit theorems (particularly limit 
theorems other than central limit theorems) in the case where na, + co. 
Siegel [ 151 and Holst [7] have examined the case k = 1 and f 3 1, and 
Hall [4] has considered k = 1 and f & 1. Suppose either f = 1 and 
na, = log n + (k - 1) log log n + c + o(l) 
as n + co, where -co < c < co ; or f & 1, f has a nonzero minimum at x = m, 
f(x) -+ f (m) in the usual second-order way as x + m, and 
na, f (m) = log n + (j)(k - 2) log log n + c + o( 1) 
as n + co. Calculations suggest that in these circumstances, P( V = 0) has a 
limit pdf, c) lying strictly between 0 and 1, and nV has a proper limiting 
distribution whose form is particularly complicated in the case of general k. 
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2. LIMIT THEOREMS 
We assume below that the density f is bounded on gk, and also that it is 
continuous. The latter assumption may be weakened to any of several 
possible definitions of [k] piecewise continuity. 
Our first theorem examines the case where the amount of coverage is 
asymptotic to a fixed proportion of +$ ; that is, where V-t p in probability, 
and 0 < p < 1. To achieve this end we must assume that na, + a, where 
O<a< 0~). Define 
J/&4) = {r( 1 + k/2)/n”‘Z(q + k/2)} 1’ (1 - X2)+ l)‘* dx, O<U<l. 
u 
THEOREM 1. If na, -+ a, where O<a< 00, then n”*{V-E(V)} is 
asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and variance given by 
u* = 2kka 
1 exp { -auf(x)} dx 8i, 
[ewl2d(x)J&)l- 11 du 
-a2 [lwk ew-d(x)1 f(x) dx] 2. 
It is proved in [5] that n var(V) + cr2 as n -+ co, so that o* equals the limit 
of the variances as well as the variance of the limit. Furthermore, 
E(V)+p=j e; exp{-d(x)1 dx. 
In the next theorem we impose conditions which ensure E(V) -+ 1 as 
n--t co. Specifically, we assume na,-+ 0, n2ak+*lk+ 0 and n%,+ 00. The 
condition n’u, + co cannot be dispensed with, for otherwise the limit 
distribution may be non-normal, see Theorem 3. Likewise, na, + 0 is 
necessary, for otherwise the asymptotic variance has a different form; 
compare Theorem 1. The constraint n2ui+*lk + 0 is implied by na, + 0 when 
k = 1 or 2, and only becomes significant when k > 3. 
For the purpose of proving Theorem 2 it is convenient to assume that the 
cube fYk is topologically a “torus,” meaning that protrusions of random 
spheres beyond one side of %k are introduced into the opposite side. 
However, the argument given in the second paragraph of the proof of 
Theorem 2 may be adapted to show that under the condition n2afi+2’k -+ 0, 
edge effects have an asymptotically negligible influence on the central limit 
theorem, and so may be ignored. It is also convenient to assume, in addition 
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to the continuity of f, that f is bounded away from zero on 5Fk. This 
constraint is not absolutely necessary, but the proof is significantly longer 
without it. 
THEOREM 2. If na,+O, n2aAt21k + 0, and n’a, -+ 00, then 
(n2ai)-1’2{ V- E(V)) is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean 
and variance given by 
5==2z-i {r(l + k/2)/r(f + k/2)}2 l,jp;f2(X)dX, 
where 
1, = j”” COST 8 dsj2’ sink 4 d#. 
0 0 
Our last result treats the case where a,, is so small that the random spheres 
intersect only rarely-indeed, where the expected number of intersections 
remains bounded as n + co. This circumstance requires the restriction that 
n’a,, -+ a, where 0 < a < co. In order to describe the limit, let 
a(t) = k j’ exp{2atJ,(u)} uk-l du 
denote the moment generating function of the random variable 2aJk(U), 
where U has density kuk- ’ on [0, 11. The random variable Y, whose moment 
generating function is given by 
P(t)=exp [{a(t)- 1) 2*‘ajFkf2(x)dx], 
may be interpreted as the sum of a Poisson-distributed number of 
independent copies of 2aJ,(U), in which the Poisson variable has mean equal 
to 
2k-La I p;f2(~) dx. 
Assume the torus topology on GFk. 
THEOREM 3. If n2a, +a, where 0 <a < 00, then n’(V- 1 + na,) is 
asymptotically distributed as Y. 
It may be deduced from the proof of Theorem 3 that if n’a, + 0, then the 
probability that three or more of the n spheres are linked by intersections 
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tends to zero as IZ + co. In addition, the probability of one or more of the n 
spheres overlapping the boundary of @J, tends to zero. If none of the n 
spheres intersect, then of course V is exactly equal to 1 - na,. Therefore the 
random component in the limit described by Theorem 2, is due to the 
possible existence of a relatively small number of pairs of intersecting 
spheres. If n’a, + a then it follows from Theorem 3 that 
P( I’ = 1 - na,) = P (no spheres intersect) 
+exp /-Z*-‘aJqkf2(x)dx/. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Divide the [k] unit cube u?, into a lattice of 
subcubes &Fi, each of side length (A + 2)6. We keep A fixed as n -+ co. Thus, 
the total number of subcubes, m(n) say, is asymptotic to ((A + 2) s}-k as 
n + co. Inside each subcube si, construct a concentric subsubcube x of 
side length A6. The vacancy with x equals 
where I(x) = 1 if x is not covered, I(x) = 0 otherwise. We shall prove a 
central limit theorem for V* = JJi Vi, and use that result to deduce a central 
limit theorem for V. 
Given that there are precisely Ni points within .YPi, each is placed indepen- 
dently according to density 
Therefore 
E(V, 1 Ni) = j E(Z(x) 1 Ni} dx 
,‘ii 
I 
Ni 
,y,cB gdx + Y)dY dxa (3.1) 
Suppose x1, x2 E APi. Let A? = 9(x,, x2) denote the lens of intersection of 
the two spheres 
si=~Y:Ixi-YylG61~ i= 1, 2, 
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and let &j denote the set of all points lying in Si but not in 9. Then 
The variables Ni and Nj have a multinomial distribution and, provided 
i # j, 
P(Ni=ri,Nj=rj)= 
n! 
ri! rj! (n - ri - rj)! 
p;py( 1 - pi - pjy-y 
where pi = (9if(y) dy. Consequently, for arbitrary positive numbers (Xi and 
aj9 
E(@)= (1 +(a,- l)p,}” and E(ayfap) = { 1 + (ai - l)pi + (aj - 1) pi}“* 
We may now deduce from (3.1) and (3.2) that 
E C var(V, 1 Ni) 
ii I i 
=xE[E(Vj! 1 Ni)- {E(Vi 1 Ni)}‘] 
where 
Hi(xl 3 xp ) n) = (1 - U + V)” - (1 - U + Wi)“, 
2 u= Y s Zl IYI<S fk + Y> dy, 
and 
Similarly, 
E 
q=p;’ ItI j,,, <6 f(xa + y) dy. 
. 
I 
2 
(3.3) 
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= T = I,!,,. i ,f 
El{(l - P;lu(x,, x2) + P*WX,, X*)jNi 
-(l -p;lu(x,,x,)+p;lWi(Xl,X*))N’} 
x ((1 - p,r1u(x3, xq) + p,?u(x3, xq))Nj 
- t1 -PI’ 1u(x3 2 x4) + Pi lWj(x, 9 x4))Nj}] 
XdX,dX2dX3dX~ 
=~~~~/~,~~l(l-~(Xl~XZ)+~(Xl~X2)-U(X3~X4)+tf(Xl.X4~~fl 
- 1' - ,(,'I 3 x2> + u(xl > x*) - u(x3? x4) t  wj(x3 5 x4)}" 
- 11 -u(X13 X2) + wi(xl, X2) - 4x3, x4j + 0(X3, X4)}n 
+ i ' - u(xI 7 '2) + wi(x* T x2) - u(x,* x4) + Wj(x, 9 x4>}"] 
xdx,dx,dx,dx, 
t 
i '4 
((1 t [{l -P~~'u(x,,x,)+P;'~(x,~x,)~ 
X (l -pilU(X,, x4) t P~lv(xj, x4)J - l] Pi)" 
-(l + [{l -P,~‘u(~,,~,~+P;‘~~~,,~,~~ 
X {l -PP;1U(x3, x4) + P;1wi(x3> ‘4)/- lIPi>” 
-(I+ 1{1-P,~‘u(x,,x,)tP;‘wi(x,,x*)~ 
X {l - P; 1U(x3 7 x4) t PI’ 1v(x3 9 xd)} - l] Pi)” 
t(l t [~l~p~~‘~(x~~x~)tP~~‘wi(x~~x~)~ 
X {l - P;lu(xj, xJ) + P;1wi(x3Y xd)l - l] Pi>“} 
x dx, dx, dx, dx,. (3.4) 
Let ujk = u(xj, xk), vjk = v(xj, xk), and wiik = wi(xj, xJ. Subtracting the 
square of (3.3) away from (3.4), we obtain 
Ii 
of, z var c var(V, 1 Ni) 
2 
I [Ii 
2 
- E c var(b’, 1 Ni) 
‘12 + ‘12)(’ - ‘34 + ‘34) - @,2 - u,2)@34 - %4)jn 
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- ((1 - u12 + “l&1 - u34 + J+j34))“1 
- {(tl - u12 + wi12)(1 - u34 + y34) - (“12 - wi**)(“34 - U34))n 
- (tl - u12 + wi12)(1 - u34 + u34))“l 
+ {ttl - ‘12 + wi12)(1 - ‘34 + wj34) - (“*2 - wi12)(u34 - Wj34))n 
- CC1 - u12 + wi12)(1 - u34 + Wi34))n}l dx* dx2 dx3 dx4 
+$Iyf 1itt1 - u12 + u,2)(1 - u34 + h4) 
I I 
+ w - lh, - ‘,2)(“34 - U34))n 
- ((1 - u12 + u12)(1 - u34 + U34)YI 
- {(tl - u12 + u12)(1 - u34 + wi34) 
+ (Pt” - 1)(u12 - u12)(“34 - Wi34))n 
- ((l - u12 + ‘12)(l - u34 + Wi341)nj 
- l(tl - u12 + wil*)(l - 2134 + v34) 
+ (PI’* - l)C”12 - wi12)(“34 - U34))n 
- t(’ - u12 + wi12)(1 - u34 + U34))nl 
+ i(tl - u12 + wi12)(1 - u34 + wi34) 
+ (Pt” - 1)(u12 - wi12)(“34 - Wi34))n 
- ((1 -u12 + Wil2)(1 -2434 + Wijd))“}] dX, dX2 dX3 dX4. (3.5) 
The integrand of the integral over S“fYf is uniformly bounded by a 
constant multiple of a,. Therefore, since 
5 ,y?,vi dx, dx, dx, dx, = W:> = o(n-4)~ I I 
and since there are O(n’) terms in the series CCizj, then the contribution of 
the double series on the right-hand side of (3.5) to oi, is O(nP3). Likewise, 
the integrand of the integral over 94 is uniformly bounded, and so the 
contribution of the sum xi to ui, is O(nP3). Consequently, c’, = O(nP3). We 
shall prove shortly that E(C, var(V, 1 Ni)} is asymptotic to a constant 
multiple of n-l. Then it follows immediately from the definition of u: that 
in probability. (3.6) 
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Let zi be the coordinate of that point on the boundary of 3 closest to the 
origin. Then as n + co, 
Pm = w-(q) + o(l), 
NJ = aui’f(zi) b,(x, 3 X*) + O(l), 
and 
nwi=na~f(zj)/ll~Hill + O(1) 
= ck(A) MCzi) + O(l) 
uniformly in x1, x2 E 3 and uniformly in i, where vk denotes the content of 
a [k] unit sphere; b,(x,, xJ denotes the content of the lens of intersection of 
two [k] unit spheres whose centers are Ix, - x21/6 distance apart; and 
ck = v,/(A + 2)k. Consequently, by (3.3), 
= (1 +mqyi exp[-uf(Zi>(2 - ~;‘b,(x,, x2>}] dx, dx2 
-(I+.(i)~~~~~e~~i-uSb,)~2-~k(~)~~d~~d~2 I 
= d”[(L + 2)-k 
1 1 
dz 
v/i 
(0,1)2k expkf(z)P - K’b2(y I 7 Ye))) dy, dy2 
- Pk(3, + 2))“1 4k ‘=Pb’f(z)(2 - ck(A))} dzl + O(ak). (3.7) 
The right-hand side of (3.7) is asymptotic to a constant multiple of n-l. 
Next observe that 0 < Vi < 11~11, and so 
= 0, 6kE c var(Vi ihTi) 
IY Ii II = O,(rYk), 
using (3.6) and (3.7). Consequently, again by (3.7), 
[i l/l I 
312 
R,= CE{(V~-E(V~IN~)~~IN~} l$ VaVi I Ni) 
= Op(dk’2) + 0 in probability. (3.8) 
683/16/2-4 
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The Berry-Esseen theorem asserts that for any sequence of independent 
random variables Xi, X, ,..., with finite third moments, and for any m > 1, 
sup 
i I 
P f (Xi-EX,)<x c varX. 
-co<x<* i=l ii=, J’I’I -q 
< Co 
I 
g E IXi - E(Xi)13 
i=I 
(3.9) 
where C, is an absolute constant which we may take equal to unity, and 
where @ denotes the standard normal distribution function. (See Petrov 
[ 13,~. 11 I].) Let Fn denote the a-field generated by N, ,..., N,. Conditional 
on ;T, the variables V, ,..., 
variance given by 
V, are independent, with (conditional) mean and 
E(‘i I;T,)=E(vi INi) and var(V, IFJ = var(V, 1 Ni). 
With R, defined as in (3.8), we see from (3.9) that 
sup 
I [i 
P 2 vi G 1 E(Vi / Ni) + x 2 var( Vi I Ni) 
-CO<X<CE I Ii 
The left-hand side obviously does not exceed unity, and so is actually 
dominated by min(R,, 1). In view of (3.8) and the dominated convergence 
theorem, E { min(R n, l)} + 0 as n + co. Consequently, for any constant c > 0 
and sequence of constants b,, 
sup 
I (i 
P c Vi<Cn-“2X+b, -Q(x) 
-m<x<m 1 I 
= sup 
I ([i 
E P C Vi ~ C E(J’i I Ni) 
--oo<X<oO I 
+ 
I 
cn-“‘x + b,-C E(Vi (Ni) 
I I 
-l/2 
X {I var(V, I Ni) I I I $WvilNi)l 1’2 1 KS]) - Wll 
< sup E CD 
I I [I 
cn - “*x + b, - c E( Vi I Ni) 
--m<x<m I I 
X ZJ$ VaWi I Ni) I 
1 -“*I) - @(x)i + o(I). (3.10) 
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Suppose we can prove that for a constant a > 0, 
n lIZa -  I  
I  
c E(V, 1 Ni) - b, + N(0, 1) 
I 
in distribution (3.11) 
i 
as n -+ co. Remembering from (3.6) and (3.7) that for a constant /I > 0, 
n/Y2~var(VijNi)-+ 1 in probability 
i 
as n + co, we see that if cz = a2 + p2, 
- 112 
c~-“~x + b, -x E(V, 1 Ni) 1 var(V, 1 Ni) 
i 1 I) 
+ Q(x) 
i 
uniformly in x as n + co. Then it follows from (3.10) that 
t~~‘~c-’ (T Vi-b”) -+N(O, 1) in distribution. (3.12) 
The next step in the proof is to verify (3.11). 
Applying Theorem 1 of Holst [6] with N - 1 = m = number of regions z, 
with 
for 1 <i<N- 1, andf,(v, l)=O, we find that 
c;’ y E(V, ( Ni) - 6, --f N(0, 1) 
I ! 
in distribution, 
where 
bpg = 2 E( vi), (3.13) 
Z, 
I I 
dx 
g,(.+y)dy/zidx])2, (3.14) 
and Zj is Poisson distributed with parameter 
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Let Zi denote that point of CT closest to the origin. Then 
~var[j~,!l-j,~,~agi(x+y)dyjz’dx] 
-C Il~ll’vaW -ck(Wzil 
= (ii@” C [exp (vJ(l - ck(A))’ - l)} - exp(-2v,c,(A)}] 
i 
N @42k C exP{-2af(zi)}[exP{af(zi) C.k@)l - 11 
NP(IZ+2)-kcskj exp{-2uf(z)}[exp{uf(z) ck(A)l - 11 dz Qk 
and 
NT 11~11 cov[zi9 i1 - ck(lz)lzil 
= -(E+,(A) 2 vi exp(-rick(A)) 
i 
N -Ak(A + 2)-ku jqkf(z) exp{-of(z)} dz. 
(Note that if Z is Poisson with parameter v, then E(a’) = exp{v(a - 1)) and 
E(Za’) = CIV exp(u(a - l)}.) Substituting these estimates into (3.14), we find 
that 
nc, = aP(l + 2)-%,’ 
c ykex~{-2af(z)}lex~{qf(z) Cal - 11 dz 
- u*A*~(~, + 2)-2k I[ exp(-uf(z))f(z)dz]’ + o(l). (3.15) 
This verifies (3.11). 
equals a*, while the 
Therefore (3.12) holds 
c* = c*(A) 
LJV, I 
The constant term on the right-hand side of (3.15) 
right-hand side of (3.7) equals P*n-’ + o(n-‘). 
with b, given by (3.13) and c defined by 
= UVk -‘(A + 2)-‘( [j~kdzj~~,~,~kexp(--of(.)(2 - vi’b2(y,9 yd)} ~YI ~YZ 
exp{ -2uf(z)} dz 
I 
- u2A2y3, + 2)-Z& [j~kenpi--qf(z)}fodz]2. (3.16) 
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Our next task is to determine the behavior of c2 as A + co. Now, 
i i dz 
@k 
(0,,\)1kex~{--af(r)(2 - Q%(Y,,Y,))] dy, dy, 
+ jvk ewi-W(z)l dz * j dy , dy, 
(0.1)~knl(y,,n):lY,-Yzl>2) 
=Ilk{l +0(l)} jqkdz j; 2kUk-‘Sk eXp[-hf(Z){ 1 - .f&)}] du 
+ [A2k - Ak2k{ 1 + o(l)} vk] jqk exp{-2af(z)} dz, 
as A + co, where s& denotes the surface ]k - 11 content of a ]k] unit sphere. 
Since sk/vk = k then it follows at one from (3.16) that 
c’(A)-, 2kka ( dz [’ uk-l exP]-2Qf(z){l -Jk@)}ldu 
l-af(z)lf(z) dz 
JFk Jo 
- 2ka exp 
2 
=o. 
W@Wl dz - a2 [ ‘, exp 
An argument simpler than that used above may be employed to prove that 
is asymptotic to a constant multiple of n- ’ as n -+ co, and that the constant 
tends to zero as ,I + 00. We may now deduce from (3.12) that n ‘I*( V - EV) 
is asymptotically normal N(0, 02), as had to be shown. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Divide ‘Zk into a lattice of 1~ qmk disjoint subcubes 
Fi, each of [k] content $, where q = v(n) + 0 slowly as n + co. The number 
of “planes” (actually, [k - 1 ] cubes) forming the devisions of the lattice, is 
dominated by Cy- ’ for a constant C. Let us regard each subcube 6 as 
topologically a torus, so that each sphere centred within q and protruding 
from one side of 6 is reintroduced on the opposite side of 5, rather than 
protrude into an adjacent subcube. We shall prove next that if q + 0 
sufficiently slowly, then this convention has negligible effect on the central 
limit theorem we are trying to prove. 
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A sphere will protrude from some subcube if and only if its center lies 
within a certain region whose [k] content is dominated by C’g-‘6. Therefore 
the expected number of protruding spheres is dominated by n . C’r - ‘6. Each 
such sphere is of content a,, and so the expected total content of protruding 
spheres is dominated by C’q-‘na,& Our convention that 6 is a torus will 
only affect the computation of total vacancy if either (i) a sphere protruding 
from 6 intersects with one or more portions of spheres in the adjacent d;s; 
or (ii) when a protrusion is reintroduced on the opposite side of 6, it 
intersects portions of other spheres in q. The expected number of spheres 
within gk which are affected by (i) or (ii) is dominated by 
2 . n . Cr,,‘na,G = 2Cy-‘n*a,6. In each situation where either (i) or (ii) 
occurs, the affect is to change the total vacancy by an amount not exceeding 
a, (the content of the offending sphere). Therefore if V denotes the standard 
content and W is the content under the convention that each 5 is a torus, 
then 
E 1 v- WI <a, * 2Cq-‘n2u,6 = 2c~-‘(nun)*6. 
Thus, if q t 0 so slowly that r,-2~2u~t2’k-+ 0, then 
E 1 Y- Wj/(r~~u;)“~ < 2C(~-2n2u,62)“2 + 0. 
Hence it suffices to prove our central limit theorem for W instead of V. 
In all the work below, integrals over 6 are to be interpreted in the sense of 
the torus topology. Thus, if I(x) = 0 or 1 according as x is covered or not 
covered, then 
Wi = lr, I(X) dX 
, 
denotes the vacancy in & and W = xi Wi. Given xi, x2, and x E 5, the 
sphere 
is to be interpreted according to the torus topology, as is the lens of inter- 
section, 
9(x, 9 x2) = JJ-(xJ n d(q). 
Suppose precisely Ni out of the n random points lie within &. Define 
hi(x) =JIX) 
I 
1, f(Y) dY* 
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Then 
E(W,lNi)=jr, /l-jdcxbhi(Y)dYl*(dx 
I 
and 
Consequently, 
(3.17) 
where 
Ki(X, ) X* I m) = (1 - Ti + Si)m - (1 - Ti + ti)m, 
ri= i j a=l ad hi(Y)dY, ‘i= j9cx,,,1 hi(y)dy 
and 
ti=fij hi(y) dy. 
a=1 9(kJ 
To derive an asymptotic expression for Ki, observe that for a fixed 
constant C, ]ri] < CU,,~-~, ]si] < Ca,~-~p, and ]ti] < C(U,~-~)*, where 
/I = p(x,/S, x2/8) denotes the content of the lens of intersection of two unit 
spheres lx,/6 - x2/6] distance apart (and so equals zero if ]xi - xz ] > 26). 
Therefore if m < ltl,, = mO(n) and m,a,qPk + 0 as n + 03, then 
Ki(x,,x*/m)=(l-Ti)m[{l +si/(l-Ti)}m-{l +tj/(l-ri)}m] 
= (1 - mri){msi + (#nsJ’ - rnfi} 
+ o{m(a,q-k)*p + m3(u,~-k)3p + m(a,?j-k)3 + m3(u,q-k)4 
= m(si - li) + m*{li(ti - Si) + ($) Sf} + Ti(X1, x* / m), (3.18) 
where for a fixed constant C, 
I~;(q.x* I ml< c{m(a,~-k)‘p + m3(u,~-k)3p + m(u,q-k)3 + m3(u,q-k)4} 
uniformly in xi, x2 E 6, values of i and m < m,. In view of (3.17), 
T var(wi I Nil = J$ j, Ki(XI, ~2 I Ni) dx, dxz* 
I 
(3.19) 
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If we are to use (3.18) to expand the right-hand side of (3.19), we must 
choose a value of m, such that P(N, > m, for some i) + 0 as n + 00. Define 
m, = [nr~~‘~], and let rl -+ 0 so slowly that Sq-’ -+ 0 and n~,r,-*~‘~ + 0. Then 
P(N, > m, for some i) < C P(N, > m,) < m;* C E(Nf) 
i i 
( C(nqk’3)-2 c (n?jk)* 
- Cyk13 + 0. 
Therefore by (3.18) and (3.19), 
T var(K ( N,) = T jr? [ wi(Si - ti) + Nf{‘i(t, - Si) + (f)sf }] dx, dx2 + R, 
I 
(3.20) 
where with probability tending to one as n -+ 00, 
JR1 < Cc (Ni(UnV-k)2~kU, + N?(u,~-~)~ qkun 
+ Ni(U,v-k)3q2k + N7(U,~-k)4~2k)* 
The expected value of the series on the right-hand side is dominated by a 
constant multiple of 
v-k{nrlk(a,51-k)2~ka, + (ngk)3(u,q-k)3yku, 
+ nq-k(u,q-k)3$k + (n~k)3(u,~-k)4~2k] = 2(nu;p + n3u4,), 
and so 
R = o,(n’a;). 
Let S denote a single lkl sphere of radius 6 whose center is distributed 
randomly in 5 according to density hi (on EJ, and set 
J(x) = 1 if x is covered by S 
=o otherwise. 
Then 
Kf E{J(x,)J(x2)ldx,dx2 
- I b-f E{Jh)l E{J(x,)l dx, dx, 
=var ljKiJ(x)dx/ =O, 
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since 
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J(x)dx=a,. 
Ki 
Consequently, the series on the right-hand side of (3.20) equals 
I 2aiyek - 2.~iy-~~v,’ j, rlP(x,ls, x2/4 dx, dx, 
+ (f) a:qezkv;’ 
I F2P’(x,/d, x2/8) dx, dx, + o,(aiCk) 
(3.22) 
L 
However, P(x, /6, x2/6) = 2ukJk(j x1 - X2 l/26), and SO 
,8(x,/& X,/6) dx, - f’lktik2’+‘S,vkj’ u”-‘J,(u)du 
0 
and 
I i 4 FI r,P2(x,/h x2/8) dx, - ~k~k2k+2skv~ j’ uk-‘J;(U) du, 0 
where sk denotes the surface [k - l] content of a [k] unit sphere. It may be 
proved after some algebra that sk/vk = k, 
I 
'~~-‘J~(u)du=k-'2-~-' 
0 
and 
I ’ u”-‘J;(u) du = (vk-,/vk)’ k-’ 2-k 1,; 0 
see [5] for details. Therefore the term within braces in (3.22) equals 
aiv-k{2(Uk-I/Uk)Zzk + Op(l)}’ 
Finally, since 
s N f/n ‘qk 
i s 
w*f2(4 dx - 1 in probability, 
then the term in (3.22) equals 
n2ai + 2(vk-,/vk)*~kj~~f2(X) dx + opb2d). 
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Combining this result with (3.20) and (3.21) we see that 
(3.23) 
in probability as 12 --+ 03. Our next task is to estimate 
Suppose that precisely Mi out of the Ni spheres within gi intersect with one 
or more other spheres. Then conditional on Ei, the total content of 6 
occupied by spheres, equals 
Xi=(Ni-Mi)Un +Miai, 
where 0 & ai < a,. Consequently, 
/ Wi - E( Wi / Ni) = JXi - E(Xi ) Ni)l 
S I(Ni - Mi) - E(Nf - Mi 1 Ni) U” + {Mi + E(“i 1 Ni)} a, 
S 2{Mi +E(Mi IN{)} a,* (3.24) 
If the Ni spheres within 6 are centered at points Xj, 1 < j < Ni, within q, 
then 
and 
Mi=C1(lXj-X,I<26,somek#j) 
j 
where 
Q(j,, j2, j,) = P(I Xj, - Xkrl < 26, some k, #jr, for r = 1,2, 3 / Ni). 
Now 
Q(1, 1, 1) <Jr, h,(x) E(Number of X, s.t. Ix -X,1 < 26 I Ni) dx 
<Ni2kU” SUP h,(X) 
XEK, 
< CfkNia,, 
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for a fixed constant C. Similarly, 
Q(l,1,2)=P(JX,-X,,(<26,somek,#1~NJ 
x P(I x2 - &*I < 24 some k, f 21 IX, - X,,/ < 26, 
some k, f 1; Ni) 
< C(VkNiun)2, 
and Q( 1, 2, 3) < c(~-~N~a,)~. Therefore 
q&z: 1 Ni) < C{Ni(v-kNia”) + Nt(q-kNia,)2 + N;(q-kNia,)3}. 
We may now deduce from (3.24) that 
~EIIWi-E(WiINiYEi)13 INi) 
GCaivpk ~Nf+a,rl-kCN:+a~y-2kCN4 
(i i i 1 
= 0,(n2a4,), 
since xi N; = Op(~‘~c’-l~k) an na, -+ 0. When this estimate is combined d 
with (3.23) we see that 
312 
R,,= ~E{(Wi-E(Wi(Ni,Ei)(3(Ni) 
Ii iii 
F var( Wi ( Ni) 
I 
+ 0 (3.25) 
in probability, provided n2u, -+ co. 
The result (3.25) is an analog of (3.8) in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Following that proof, we next apply the Berry-Esseen inequality (3.9) and 
the results (3.23) and (3.25) to deduce that 
or, equivalently, 
T {wi-E(Wi INi)Il(n2ai)“* 
! 
W - 2 E( Wi 1 Ni) (n2u;)1’2, 
i I/ 
is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and variance r*. The 
proof of Theorem 2 will be complete if we show that 
Ii 
c E(W, / NJ -E(V) (n2u,)“2 -+ 0 (3.26) 
in probability. 
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Observe that 
=TjF,exp{-N,Bi(x)} dx + Op(~a~~-2k), (3.27) 
I 
where 
and that 
w=j exp{-nr(x)} dx + O(nai), 
4, 
(3.28) 
where 
Y(x)= j f(x + Y> dy. 
IYI<S 
(The last-written integral is defined in the sense of GYk regarded as a torus.) 
Define 
Ti = 
s 
exp{-N,&(x)} dx and 
di 
Pi = jF,.f(XI dx* 
I 
Then 
E(Ti) = j [ 1 + {exp(-pi(x)) - 1 } pi]” dx, 
Fi 
E(Tf) = j 
F; 
[ 1 + {exP(-Pi(x) -Pi(Y)> - 1 I Pi]” dx dY, 
andififj, 
(3.29) 
E(TiTj)=( [l + {exp(-pi(x))- l}Pi + {exp(-Bj(y))- l}PjIn dX&. 
FiKj 
From these expressions, and the fact that pi = O(q”) and Pi(x) = O(qeku,) 
uniformly in i and x, we may deduce that 
IE(Ti) - vk I = O(nan vk> 
and 
IE(T;)- q2kl + IE(TiT&-qZkl = O(~U,~*~) 
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uniformly in i and j. Therefore var(7’,) + Icov(Ti, Tj)l = O(na,qzk), and so 
and 
$ (Ti-E(T,)} (&2’,)“*=0,((na~)-“*J=0,(1). 
Combining this result with (3.27) we see that (3.26) will hold if q-+ 0 
sufficiently slowly and 
1 
E(V) - 2 E(T,) 
I/ 
(n*u,y* --+ 0. (3.30) 
I 
In view of (3.29), 
= I exp{-n&x)] dx + O(nai), “k (3.31) 
where 
P(x) = I, (x) f(Y) dy for xE6. 
(Naturally, the integral over A(x) is interpreted in the sense of the torus 
topology on 6.) Let 74 denote the set of all pairs of points (x, y) in af 
which satisfy 1 x - yI < 6, where distance is measured in the torus topology. 
Then 
jvk P(x) dx = x j P(x) dx i F. 
=cj f(y)dydx i gi 
while 
I Y(X) dx = a,, , Qk 
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using a similar argument. Consequently, 
A,= 
/I 
lev~-dWl - expl-Mx>ll dx 
%k 
[bw(-Mx>> - 1 + d(x)1 - lexp(-v(x)) - 1 + v(x)11 dx 
‘i IkxpWWl - 1 + d(x)1 - [expl-v(x)l - 1 + v(x)11 dx. 
(3.32) 
Now, p(x) = y(x) within a concentric cube Vi of side length q - 26 inscribed 
inside q, and on the set 5 - Vi the term within modulus signs on the far 
right of (3.32) is dominated by a constant multiple of 
Idwl’ + I Yw12 < C(na,)‘. 
Therefore 
An-y-~,~y. 
(naJ2 dx < C2(naJ2 6rj - 1. 
, , 
Consequently, 
An/(n2u;)“2 < C(r~~u;+~‘~q-~)“~ -, 0, (3.33) 
provided q + 0 sufficiently slowly. The desired result (3.30) follows from 
(3.28), (3.31), and (3.33). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let S denote any one of the n spheres placed into 
gk, and suppose S is centered at x E gk. The probabilities that exactly one 
other sphere intersects S, and at least two other spheres intersect S, are, 
respectively, equal to 
!I 
n-2 
(n - l) I,,,,,, 
f(x+Y)dY 1-l f(x + Y) dy < Cna, 
lYl<26 
and 
I 
n-1 
.I”+ + Y) dy 
lYK2S 
1 -I 
n-2 
f(x + Y) dy 
I 
< C(naJ2, 
lYlG2S 
the inequalities holding uniformly in x E gk. Therefore the expected number 
of pairs of linked spheres equals O(n . na,) = O(l), and the probability that 
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a connected group of three or more linked spheres exists within 5$k is of order 
n(na,)* + 0. Hence we may ignore the possibility that somewhere in G$, 
three or more spheres are linked together, and assume that the distribution of 
the number of pairs of linked spheres is tight as n -+ 03. The probability that 
one of these pairs intersects a boundary of GZk, tends to 0 as n + co. 
Suppose the n spheres within %Yk exist in the form of M(< n/2) pairs of 
linked spheres and 12 - 2M isolated spheres. Then the total amount of [k] 
content occupied by the n spheres equals 
M 
na, - c Bj, 
j=l 
where Bj denotes the [k] content of the lens of intersection of the jth pair of 
linked spheres, and the series is taken to be zero if M = 0. Therefore the 
vacancy is given by V = 1 - na, + B, where 
B= 5 Bj. 
j=l 
Our problem is thus reduced to that of finding the limit distribution of B. 
Divide Fk into a lattice of I EE r-k disjoint subcubes c, each of ]k] 
content r,rk, where q = q(n) + 0 slowly as n --f co. Since the number of pairs 
of linked spheres has a distribution which is tight as -n + 03, then if r + 0 
sufficiently slowly, the probability that one or other of these pairs of spheres 
intersects one of the planes forming the divisions of the lattice, tends to zero 
as IZ -+ 03. (Indeed, it is sufficient that v satisfy 6~~’ + 0.) Therefore we may 
ignore the possibility that one or more of the regions 6 contains an incom- 
plete linked pair. Let M, denote the number of linked pairs lying within 6, 
and B, denote the [k] content of the lens of intersection of thejth linked pair 
within 5, where 1 < j < m,. (All of this lens lies within 5.) Then 
1 Mi 
B=x xBij. 
i=l j=* 
(3.34) 
The expected number of intersections of a given sphere S (centered at x) 
with other spheres, is dominated by C, na,, uniformly in x. Thus, the 
expected number of intersections in q is dominated by C2n2a,vk, uniformly 
in i. It now follows from Markov’s inequality that the probability that at 
least one intersection exists in 6, is dominated by C, n*a, qk uniformly in i. 
Since 
sup P(> 2 intersections in 6 1 > 1 intersection in 5) -+ 0 
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as n-+ co, then 
sup P(> 2 intersections in 6;:) 
I 
< {sup P(> 2 intersections in 6 I> 1 intersection in G)} 
I 
X {sup P(> 1 intersection in 6)) 
I 
= o(n2u, q”) = o(?j+k). 
Thus, 
2 P(> 2 intersections in q)+ 0 
as n --f co. Hence we may assume that Mi = 0 or 1, and instead of studying 
the random variable B defined in (3.34), examine 
I (M,AI) 
B’= 2 c B,. 
izl j=l 
Let S r ,..., S,, denote the spheres within 5. Write ej for the number of 
intersections of Sj with other spheres. Then 
qmk + op(qk) = 2ka,Nfq-k + op(rk) 
uniformly in i. Consequently, 
P(M, = 1 1 Ni) = 2k-1a,N;~-k + op(rk) 
uniformly in i. 
Conditional on N, ,..., N, and M, ,..., M,, the nonzero terms of the form 
in the definition of B’, are independent. Up to an asymptotically negligible 
remainder, they have the same distribution as Gkh(Ui), where h(u) denotes 
the [k] content of the lens of intersection of two [k] unit spheres distant 2u 
apart, and where the U,‘s are independent and identically distributed with 
density kukml, 0 < u < 1. Therefore we may write 
B’ = dk i I,h(ui) + op(n-*), 
i=l 
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where the Iits are indicator variables, the Zi’s are independent conditional on 
the Nts, and 
uniformly in i. 
P(Z, = 1 1 Ni) = 2k-1a,Nf~-k + o,($) (3.36) 
Let v(t) denote the characteristic function of (u/uJ h(Ui). In view of 
(3.3% 
E(e if”2B’) = E(iyN(t)} + o(l), 
where N = cf= 1 Ii. But for any complex number z satisfying JeL I< 1, 
E(eN2) = E fi E(e’@ 1 N, ,..., N,) 
i 1 
= E fi E(e’i’ 1 Ni) 
i= I i=l 
=E ,fi, {l+(e*-l)P(Zi=l)N,)} 
[ I 
+0(l) 
as n-+ co, the last line following from (3.36). Consequently, n2B’ (and so 
also n2B) has a limiting characteristic function given by 
exp {v(r) - 1) 2k-‘a 
[ 1 
PkS2(z) dz . 
I 
In conclusion, observe that h(u) = 2vkJk(u), so that 
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